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Early Childhood TLC 
Track #9: Jobs on a Ship 

 

 

Chorus: 
We have lots of jobs on the ship. Listen to the boss, he doesn’t take any lip.  
Do as he says as fast as you can. We’ll keep the boat afloat until we get to land.  
 
Stand attention. (Very straight). Salute your captain (Aye Aye Mate!)  
March in a circle! (Here we go!) Get those knees up! Go! Go! Go! 
Pull the Anchor! (Chain sounds). Raise the Sail. (Squeaky wheel sound).  
Climb the crow’s nest! (Crow sound). Now look for whales! (Whale sound.)  
 
Chorus 
 
Swab the deck. (Mop left to right!) Clean the floors. (Make them bright!) 
Raise the flag! (Raise it high!) Shoot a flair! (Look a red sky!)  
We’re all hungry! (Feed the ship!)  Throw out a pole. (Catch a fish!)  
You’ve got a big one. (Real it in!) Show it off! (Pictures with friends.) 
 
Chorus 
 
Steer the ship! (What a big wheel!) Watch where you’re going!! (I’m just getting the feel.)  
Look out rocks! (I know. I rock right?) You wrecked the ship! You’ll pay this time.     
(We sprung a leak!) Do something quick! Use the buckets! Bail it out slick!  
(Land ahoy!) Row! Row! Row! Pull it up on the beach! (Use the ropes.)   
 
Chorus 
 
It’s gonna be a while. (The boat is wrecked!) We might as well, set up camp.  
Make tents and forts. (And look for food). Berries and nuts. (Wild game too!)  
While you’re out, look for treasure. Dig in the ground for good measure.  
(I found gold!) Hold it up! Ooh that’s gross! A rotten coconut!   
 
CHORUS 
 
The boat is fixed. (Time to set sail. All aboard.) Don’t be a snail.  
Raise the anchor. Raise the sail. Now let out your best pirate yell. 
(Harr Maytee!  Harr Maytee!)    
 
We didn’t’ find treasure, but we found friends. Teamwork on a boat. Everyone wins!  
Teamwork on a boat. Everyone wins!   

 


